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Archaeological exhibitions showcase Saudi heritage
The Arab Weekly staff

Riyadh

I

ntroducing Saudi cultural heritage and raising awareness
among Saudi nationals about
the role their country played
in shaping the region’s history
were at the core of a series of archaeological exhibitions organised
in parallel with Saudi Arabia’s First
National Antiquities Forum.
The programmes, established by
the National Museum in Riyadh,
feature artefacts and archaeological
relics discovered in excavation sites
across the kingdom.
“Each year joint Saudi and foreign exploration teams excavate
rare historical objects from various
sites, further supporting the belief
that the Arabian Peninsula had a
pivotal role in shaping the modern
and contemporary history (of the
region),” Mohamad Halwi, an archaeology expert at the National
Museum in Riyadh, told daily Al
Arab.
The exhibitions, which run
through December 18, include the
“Masterpieces of the Kingdom,”
“Historical Photos Exhibition,”
“Saudi Pioneering Archaeologists,”
“Specialised Antiquities Book Fair,”
“Recovered Antiquities Exhibition,” “Archaeological Discoveries
Exhibition” and “Exhibition of Attention of Kings of the Kingdom on
the National Heritage in collaboration with King Abdul Aziz Dara.”
There is also a photo gallery on the
renovation project of Al Hijaz railway station in Medina in collaboration with Al Turath, the Al Madinah
charitable heritage foundation.
The “Archaeological Discoveries
Exhibition,” featuring 44 recently
unearthed historical objects, drew
the largest interest from museum
visitors, Halwi noted. He said new
findings indicated that “the Arabian Peninsula had a central role in
international trade due to its strategic location as a link between East

Rare objects. Visitors at the Archaeological Discoveries Exhibition at the National Museum in Riyadh.			
Asia on one hand and Europe and
the rest of the world on the other
hand.”
Among artefacts displayed at the
“Archaeological Discoveries Exhibition” were a medium-sized, creamcoloured chiselled clay jar, a small
rounded partially broken pottery
piece with colourful decoration,
a bronze warrior tool and an engraved sandstone incense burner
discovered at the Oum Dorg excavation site.
Also on display are bronze coins
from Roman times, silver curren-

cies of the Ottoman Empire from
the early 19th century and a 56cmlong bronze sword found on the site
of a tombs’ excavation in Ain Dalaa
in al Kharg in 2013.

The “Archaeological
Discoveries
Exhibition,” featuring
44 historical objects
recently unearthed,
drew the largest crowd.

The exhibits have attracted large
crowds, including Saudis, foreigners and nationals from Gulf countries enthusiastic to learn about
the kingdom’s history and cultural
heritage.
Abdel Aziz Salem, a Saudi university student, said learning about
his country’s heritage conferred a
sense of pride and self-confidence.
“We have a remarkable history.
Saudi Arabia has witnessed important historical phases and contributed in the making of contemporary history. We should raise future
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generations to appreciate our cultural heritage and great history,”
Salem told Al Arab.
Fahed al-Anzi, another visitor to
the show, stressed the need to promote visiting national museums
among Saudis.
“It is surprising to see our compatriots racing to visit museums
abroad when they do not even
think of going to museums at
home. There is definitely a need to
raise awareness about our cultural
heritage and the treasures that we
have,” Anzi said.

‘Let’s Write in Baghdad’
incarnates hopes and
dreams of Iraqi children
Oumayma Omar

Baghdad

W

hen Iraqi poet and
writer Qassem Saoudi began “Let’s Write
in Baghdad,” he said
he did not expect
the great response it received or the
young talent he discovered.
“It was just amazing. The feedback was overwhelming and exceeded all my expectations. It was
a worthwhile adventure and a wager that we could win from the first
child we talked to. We were happily
surprised,” Saoudi said.
Investing in children’s potential
and stimulating creativity are behind the initiative, which aims to
teach students aged 7-12 to write
short stories for other children.
Supported by Ali Hamza and Manar
Madani, Saoudi embarked on his
venture in 2016, saying he wanted
to “incarnate children’s imagination
through short stories on paper.”
Saoudi started promoting his
initiative in 60 public and private
schools in areas of Baghdad where,
he noted, children could be easily initiated and quickly understand
what was required of them without
the help of teachers.
“Most of the stories that the children produced contained a mixture
of joy and hope despite the difficult
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situation in the country, which we
expected to affect their writings,”
Saoudi said. “The children of Baghdad overcame the painful past and
present with a lot of courage.”
More than 400 children’s texts
were collected covering stories
about animals, Baghdad neighbourhoods, space and the planets and
family problems.
“It was astounding to see the
children in a country that experi-

I was stunned by the
maturity and creativity
of these children when
I read all the beautiful
stories they had
produced.

Iraqi poet and writer
Qassem Saoudi

enced the calamities of war and
arbitrary killings avoid writing
about death and destruction. I was
stunned by the maturity and creativity of these children when I read
all the beautiful stories they had
produced,” Saoudi said.
Some children, however — approximately 5% of the participants
— wrote about the painful loss of
loved ones or the destruction of
their home and villages. “These
were the children we have met in
refugee camps,” Saoudi said. “Their
stories were about friends they
missed and a desire to go back to
their plays and comfortable homes
instead of living in makeshift tents
and under very difficult conditions.”
Among the collected texts, 15
were selected and compiled in a
book titled “The Adventures of
Booboo the Balloon.” It was printed
with donations from supporters of
the initiative and presented at the
Sharjah Book Fair. Al-Farachat Publishing House published the book
free of charge in collaboration with
the House of Scientific Books on
Mutanabbi Street, the historic centre of Baghdad’s bookselling and intellectual community.
Illustrations and drawings were
offered by several Arab artists, including Iraqis, a Palestinian and an
Egyptian.
“We have printed 3,000 copies
that we distributed to the schools
in Baghdad as a token of the expe-

Worthwhile adventure. Elementary school children hold copies of
“The Adventures of Booboo the Balloon.”
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rience that has reflected the aspirations of Iraq’s children for knowledge, love and happiness,” Saoudi
said.
Dima Bassam, the 12-year-old author of the lead story that gave its
name to the book, said the idea of
the “Adventures of Booboo the Balloon” was inspired by her wish to
visit the ancient city of Babel, which
encompasses the world’s oldest civilisation.
“I never had the chance to visit
that historic place due to the volatile security situation in the country and my father’s busy schedule.
I have reflected this wish through
Booboo the Balloon, which could fly
freely over all Iraqi regions,” Dima
said.
After wandering for days, Booboo the Balloon finds itself in the
southern city of Basra but he does
not know how to return home to
Babel. While trying to find his way
back, Booboo meets a pink flamingo
that helps him find his way. Flamingoes usually pause in the al-Ahwar
marshes area in southern Iraq during their journey south towards

warmer regions.
“I have learnt about the cities
and regions that I chose for Booboo
to visit in geography classes only.
Through him I could reflect the
dreams of many children who wish
to have the same adventures, to
travel and to get to know the history
of our country,” Dima said.
Dima’s father, Khalil, said he
hopes his daughter will become a
writer. “She always surprises me
with her talents and passion for
writing and drawing. I will support
her all the way to develop this hobby and talent,” he said.
Saoudi said he is confident that
“Let’s Write in Baghdad” can contribute to the development of children’s writing skills as well as social
and humane conduct. “It nurtures
their creativity and imagination and
reinforces their quest for knowledge, hope and peace away from
war and destruction,” he said.
Oumayma Omar, based in
Baghdad, is a contributor to the
Culture and Society sections of
The Arab Weekly.

